The essence of modern technology and the essence of life:—same

To “Who is Nietzsche’s Zarathustra?” Heidegger appends a note in which he asks rhetorically,
Was ist das Wesen der modernen Kra maschine anderes als eine Ausformung der ewigen
Wiederkehr des Gleichen?1 “What else is the essence of modern electrical machines than a
form of the eternal recurrence of the same?”2 (Krell opines that “Heidegger’s introduc on of
the Adamsian dynamo as an exemplar of eternal recurrence is nothing if not an
embarrassment.”3) Heidegger says in the passage that rather than seeing eternal recurrence as
eine phantas sche Mys k “a look at the present age might well teach us a diﬀerent
lesson—presupposing of course that thinking is called upon to bring to light the essence of
modern technology. . . . But the essence of such machines is neither something machine-like
nor anything mechanical.”4 Whether Kra smaschine is taken as ‘dynamo’ or as ‘power tool’ its
kine c essence is ‘rotor.’
‘Circling’ in Heidegger’s thought has posi ve or nega ve valence depending on how it’s ge ng
done. ‘Circling,’ in his lecture ‘The Thing,’ is the worlding of world. Per his favored prac ce a
clutch of down-home merisms conveys the posi ve, heimlich, valence of worlding:
“Whatever becomes a thing, it takes place from out of the circling of the
mirror-play of the world [aus dem Gering des Spiegel-Spiel der Welt]. Only when,
presumably suddenly, the world worlds as world does the ring shine forth
[erglänzt der Ring] and ringingly releases the circling [das Gering] of earth and
sky, divini es and mortals, into the nimbleness of its single fold [in das Ringe
seiner Einfalt entringt]. In accordance with this circling, the thinging itself is
slight and the thing that each me abides is nimble, inconspicuously pliant in its
essence. The thing is nimble [Ring ist das Ding]: jug and bench, footbridge and
plow. But a thing is also, a er its manner, tree and pond, stream and mountain.
Things are, each abiding thing-like in its way, heron and deer, horse and bull.
Things are each abiding thing-like a er their manner, mirror and clasp, book and
picture, crown and cross.”5
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In contrast to the Fourfold’s mirror-playing ring-dance (Reigen) requisi oning, Bestellen, the
eﬀector organ of das Ge-Stell, has all the pastoral charm of a gas-powered hay-baler.
“The chain of requisi oning does not run out to anything; rather it only enters
into its circuit [Kreisgang]. . . . The circuit of ordering takes place in posi onality
and as posi onality [Der Kreisgang des Bestellens ereignet sich im Ge-Stell und
als das Ge-Stell]. In posi onality the presencing of all that presences becomes
standing reserve [Bestand]. Posi onality constantly draws what is orderable into
the circuit of requisi oning [Kreisgang des Bestellens], establishes it therein, and
thus assigns it as something constant in the standing reserve. The assignment
does not place what is constant outside of the circuit of posi oning [Kreisgang
des Stellens]. It only assigns it, but oﬀ and away into a subsequent orderability,
i.e., back and forth [hinein und zurück] into a requisi oning [in das Bestellen].”6
On one interpreta on Heidegger is here describing a generic hypercycle.7 In Smith and
Szathmáry’s descrip on of hypercycle,
“There are several kinds of replicator, A, B, C, and D. The rate of replica on of
each kind is an increasing func on of the concentra on of the replicator
immediately preceding it in the cycle. Thus the rate of replica on of B increases
with the concentra on of A, and so on round the cycle: the cycle is closed,
because the rate of replica on of A increases with the concentra on of D. . . . the
system may seem very abstract, but in fact ecosystems are full of hypercycles. . . .
Algae, Daphnia, and s cklebacks are all replicators. The rate of replica on of
Daphnia increases with the concentra on of algae, and of s cklebacks with the
number of Daphnia. The cycle is closed because ﬁsh excrete into the water
nitrogenous compounds which accelerate the growth of algae.”8
Heidegger’s discussion of ‘the piece,’ das Stück, is a dig at ‘the American system of
manufacturing,’ whose dis nc ve feature is the interchangeable part.9 Heidegger writes,
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“The pieces of the standing reserve are piece-for-piece equivalent. Their
character as pieces demands this uniformity. As equivalent the pieces are
isolated against one another in the extreme; just in this way they heighten and
secure their character as pieces. The uniformity of the pieces provides that one
piece can be exchanged for the other without further ado, i.e., is in place for this,
and thus stands at the ready. One piece of standing reserve is replaceable by
another. The piece as piece is already imposed upon for replaceability. Piece of
standing reserve means: that which is isolated, as a piece, is interchangeably
conﬁned within a requisi oning.”10
Life’s capacity for ‘unlimited heredity,’ in the phrase of Szathmáry and Smith, depends upon just
such modularity of the gene c structure.11 In turn the “biotechnological revolu on” ini ated by
development of the CRISPR technique springs from the exchangeability of pieces of that gene c
structure.12 CRISPR enables repair of ‘defects in the code’ by, e.g., removal of the defec ve part
and replacement of it with a non-defec ve version;13 i.e., “one piece can be exchanged for
another without further ado.”
As for standing reserve Heidegger claims that
“In the world era of technology [Weltalter der Technik], nature belongs in
advance in the standing reserve of the orderable within posi onality. . . . Due to
the essence of technology, nature, which to all appearances stands over and
against technology, is already inserted into the standing reserve of posi onality
as the fundamental standing reserve. . . . the essence of modern technology,
posi onality, in accordance with its essence, began with the fundamental act of
requisi oning insofar as it ﬁrst secured nature in advance as the fundamental
standing reserve.”14
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This “fundamental act of requisi oning” was accomplished long ago by the ﬁrst cell. Already in
the earliest prokaryotes we ﬁnd archaic requisi oning into standing reserve as the solu on to
biochemistry’s ‘horizon’ problem. Reactants have to be con guous in order to react with each
other; to take a eukaryo c example, yeast can’t make beer from sugar that’s in the next room.15
Sterling tells the origin story this way:
“the ﬁrst cell needed a membrane to sequester [‘bring into the Nähe’] its
chemical reactants. But construc on of the membrane, a lipid-protein bilayer,
required the products of its reactants. The cell needed to import small
molecules, like sugars for fuel and amino acids to make proteins. However,
impor ng those molecules required transporters in the membrane to move them
from the outside into the cytoplasm, and those transporters are protein. The cell
required a power plant to combust the sugars for energy to synthesize the
proteins, but that process too required proteins. Nevertheless, a er much trial
and error over two billion years to accumulate and embody informa on from
many improbable events, there were ny cells, about 3 micrometers across.
These prokaryotes were enclosed by a hydrophobic membrane, as thick as a
single protein, that could sequester molecules and ions.”16
We might say sequestra on by membrane formed the primordial Da. Anyway at this short
distance, 3 micrometers,
“reactants mix rapidly by random molecular mo on—thermal noise. . . .
con nual, no-cost agita on sends every loose molecule on a random walk, and
the aggregate of random walks cons tutes diﬀusion, a spreading out of
molecules. Thermal diﬀusion thus accelerates the rate at which reactants
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encounter their speciﬁc catalysts and coreactants and thereby accomplish their
chemistry.”17
Furthermore,
“Thermal noise plays a second key role in cellular computa on: it provides
proteins with a major source [Bestand] of free power. . . . Thermal
bombardment, beyond simple mixing, directly assists the chemistry because
proteins are designed to work with the noise, rather than against it. A protein
assumes various conforma ons determined by the amino acid sequence—with
func onal conforma ons separated from nonfunc onal ones by signiﬁcant
energy barriers. These barriers are overcome as a protein molecule exchanges
thermal power with the cytoplasm. . . . Thermal collisions occasionally drive the
protein into its ac ve conforma on, and soon, thermal collisions kick it back
again. To se le the impasse and brieﬂy stabilize the protein in its ac ve
conforma on requires some speciﬁc inﬂuence, such as the pulse of energy
obtained when a protein hydrolyzes an energy-bearing molecule, like ATP
[adenosine triphosphate].”18
With men on of ATP we arrive at the banks of the Rhine. Das Ge-Stell, Heidegger says, as the
circula on in itself of requisi oning (Zirkula on des Bestellens in sich selber),
“composes the essence of the machine. Rota on belongs to this, though not
necessarily in the form of a wheel, for the wheel is deﬁned by rota on, not
rota on by wheels. Rota on is that revolving which courses back into itself [in
sich zurücklaufende Drehung}, driving on the orderable (propulsion). The
rota on of the machine is posi oned, i.e., challenged forth, and made constant
in the circula on that lies in the drive [die im Getriebe beruht], the essen al
character of posi onality.”19
Heidegger’s o cited example is the power plant on the Rhine. The river
“is there only as something ordered in the requisi oning just men oned. The
hydroelectric plant is not built in the Rhine river, but rather the river is built into
the power plant and is what it is there due to the power plant’s essence.”20
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Rota on belongs to that essence; the kine c energy of the ﬂowing river drives the blades of
turbines which drive dynamos to generate electrical energy.21 In essence the power plant on
the Rhine is a scaled-up version of ATP synthase, the Wesen of which is a rotor.22 Sterling
describes ATP synthase as “a nanoscale turbine driven by a proton gradient that churns out
molecules of ATP.”23 He is not using ‘turbine’ metaphorically:
“This chemo-electrical proton gradient . . . represents poten al energy—like
water behind a dam. The pressure drives protons through the mitochondrion’s
second nanomachine, the turbine inherited from prokaryotes comprising dozens
of proteins. Protons entering a molecular chamber embedded in the membrane
are driven across the membrane into the crevices of a thin, molecular stalk,
causing it to rotate at 9,000 rpm. The rotor drives conforma on changes within
the terminal head, a complex of 20 to 30 proteins ju ng into the central cavity
(see ﬁgure 1.5). At each par al rota on (120°), the sta onary head compresses
two small molecules un l they fuse to form ATP.”24
These various correla ons between modern technology, as described by Heidegger, and life’s
devices conform to ‘Vermeij’s Law’:
“our species and the economic and social system we have created follow all the
same fundamental rules that govern other forms of life and their economic
structures. . . . all our unique characteris cs are derived from precursors
observable in nonhuman life forms. . . . our ability to modify and to an cipate
has obvious, if less spectacular, precedents in the adapta ons and the
mechanisms of adapta on in other organisms.”25
Again and again Heidegger insists that “The essence of technology is itself nothing
technological.” Rather, “being itself essences in and as technology,” in ihr und als sie das Sein
selber west.26 I.e., the Sein of which Heidegger says:
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“Of course only as long as Dasein is (that is, only as long as an understanding of
Being is on cally possible), ‘is there’ Being. . . . only if the understanding of Being
is, do en es as en es become accessible . . . .”27
Being essences in and as τέχνη, which Heidegger describes as a kind of faculta ve access to
beings:
“τέχνη is what pertains in mately to all bringing-forth in the sense of human
se ng-forth. If bringing-forth (τεκεῖν) is a se ng into the unconcealed (i.e., the
world), then τέχνη means the knowledge of the unconcealed and the ways of
a aining, obtaining, and implemen ng it. The essen al feature of bringing-forth
is τέχνη, and the essen al feature of τέχνη is to be the rela on with
unconcealment and to unfold [en alten] that relatedness.”28
Now “All we know is that today there is only a single lineage of life (that is, a single
DNA-RNA-protein machine and a single metabolism).”29 At the scale of individual organisms this
lineage consists of ‘varia on-genera ng mechanisms.’30 At macro scale “Nature operates an
en ty making and breaking machine in the processes of specia on and ex nc on.”31 In the
course of the churning of that macro-machine en es as en es have become accessible to
one species of en ty, the synthesizing-diaeresizing specialist, the transcendens schlechthin. In
other words “the monstrosity that reigns here”32 is one more avatar of “that dark, driving,
insa ably self-desiring power.”33
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